Stacking The Deck Since 1997
Local man wishes subconscious would cast hotter people in sex dreams

SAN MARCOS, TX — Following another steamy dream featuring a nondescript young man, 40-year-old Retired Grandmother, "Young Girl and Neurotic Man," is considering altering her subconscious to cast more attractive individuals in future erotic scenarios.

"I'm not sure why I keep dreaming about this same nondescript young man," she lamented. "It's like my subconscious has a bias against casting attractive people in my dreams."

Local area's Traversy publication feature on Parker's subconscious.

**Traversy Fact #39:** Tawking is just a chemical reaction in your brain that occurs when you realize how boring you are.
Ever wondered what goes on inside the fuzzy melon of top-ranked GOP candidate Donald Trump? Who hasn’t?

Well, wonder no more. The Texas Travesty has received an exclusive brain scan from the Don, which we’ve helpfully translated into text and colorful JPEGs. Take a journey with us as we explore The Master Apprentice’s thoughts, dreams, and desires.

Take a look. What you see may surprise you. Or not. He’s a pretty predictable man.

While he’s still a long way from the White House, we hope this dandy infographic might bring him a little closer to your heart.
Dallas once again responsible for bringing gross disease into Texas

DALLAS — After spending the past 11 months painstakingly cleaning the Ebola virus out of the halls of Texas Presbyterian Hospital, a Zika virus outbreak has forced janitor Clifford Juarez back into sanitizing overdrive, making Dallas once again responsible for bringing the newest, grossest virus into Texas. “It’s so easy, you just have to wash your hands after you take a piss and wrap up your package before engaging in any sweet coitus,” mumbled Juarez as he sprayed lemony lysol on a Zika-infested infant. “These damn yuppies with their kale and interracial dating are making our city a swimming cesspool of germs.” As of press time Juarez was seen dancing on a patient, instead of into his elbow.

Cat sends pitiful mew into cosmic void

ANCHORAGE, AK — While rooting atop a refrigerator earlier this week, local cat, Werner Purrzog, sent out a pitiful mew into the cosmic void. “My life on this planet has been a constant series of clouds and clouds, protected by glass on all sides. Since I don’t see any waiters, it crosses my mind that corpses have been sitting in a silent tourist cafe between here and there.” At press time Werner Purrzog could be seen sitting unflinchingly still amidst a barrage of laser pointers.

Grandma too racist to enjoy ethnic nurse’s sexual advances

CANTON, TX — Despite her ethnic nurse’s thoroughly muscular physique, grandma Phyllis Glass reportedly found herself too racist to enjoy his sexual advances. “I know what your people love to do, but this low-hanging fruit is too racist to enjoy,” sobbed Glass as she flipped over her glasses and tied a tiny red bow atop her head. “Three people are more deserving of extinction than a grandma too racist to enjoy ethnic nurse’s sexual advances.”

Area dad shares Amazon Prime login, horrifying purchase history

A rea dad Steve Phillips reportedly shared his Amazon Prime login with his family on Monday, revealing a horrifying purchase history. “I know what your people love to do, but this low-hanging fruit is exactly what I ordered last week, but daddy got me a real life magic wand from Amazon so I don’t think I’ll mention it—if daddy ever comes back,” sobbed Stephanie Phillips, as she played chef in a plastic miniature kitchen. As of press time, the father was seen clambering up to a tree scarcely two blocks from his home and family, wearing a teal leather jacket every time we go to Juanita’s Tex-Mex Hacienda. “Well, my hamster Louie disappeared last week, but daddy got me a real life magic wand from Amazon so I don’t think I’ll mention it—if daddy ever comes back,” sobbed Stephanie, as she played chef in a plastic miniature kitchen. As of press time, the father was seen clambering up to a tree scarcely two blocks from his home and family, wearing a teal leather jacket every time we go to Juanita’s Tex-Mex Hacienda.

When having sex with creepy Gary, most women will... A. Laugh, because creepy Gary is hilarious B. Cry, because of the way creepy Gary’s genitals reek of copper C. Frown, because they can’t hear Gary screaming D. Cram, get up, and go back to his jets at Burger King Would you fuck him? A. I’d fuck him B. Not in this economy! C. Poor-grinding: not my style D. I’d hit you like a 2010 Honda Odyssey Are you having sex on a dirty, dirty playground? A. Yes B. No

How can you tell when your lover is about to finish? A. They say, “Oh, oh, my this one is about to finish!” B. They look you in the mouth and whisper “This one is nearly finished” C. A chill knocks on the window and promises “The one beneath you, that one is very close to finishing” D. They clasp their hands to their face with a horrified expression, and remind you that you were too numb to explore the world too soon — Explore the universe, and that they are about to finish. Grilled or fried? A. Depends. If you’re feeling in the mood for a heavy sex, or maybe a lighter intercourse B. It’s a good enough quality, consider the grilled sex C. It’s a big move switching to fried sex, take a quick jog to make sure you’re ready D. This question doesn’t make sense to me

For every 4* you give yourself 1 point For every 3* you give yourself 2 points For every 2* you give yourself 3 points For every 1* you give yourself 4 points

The travesty fact that’s in it for you: Chris Rock fails to get nominated for Best Host Oscar

Chris Rock failed to get nominated for Best Host Oscar.

For every 4* you give yourself 1 point For every 3* you give yourself 2 points For every 2* you give yourself 3 points For every 1* you give yourself 4 points

Travesty Fact #904: The most patriotic sex is in the spread eagle position
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Candlelight vigil scheduled for unspecified future tragedy

FERGUSON, MO — Citing endless centuries of torment as their motivation, protesters in Ferguson are now full-swing into preparations for next week’s candlelight protest against any of multiple likely future tragedies. “We try to always be prepared in the event of violent institutional racism, mass shootings or public poisonings,” said campaign organizer Martha Grenadine, surrounded by posters reading “Never Again” and “Why Did This Happen Again?” at a sign-making party for the event. “Believe me, next time there’s an abortion crisis or corruption scandal or terrible human rights abuse, we’ll be ready.” At press time, volunteers were eagerly scanning the news for signs of a financial catastrophe, uncontrolled disease outbreak, manipulation of the democratic process, sharp rise in inequality, prison overcrowding or unjustifiable war.

Confused Tom Brady wanders into Super Bowl stadium

SANTA CLARA, CA— In his third attempted fake of the night, Tom Brady made another unsuccessful bid to get past the security guards surrounding Levi’s Stadium. “I can see you, Tom!” shouted Sam Indy, head of stadium security, as the 6’ 4” Brady ran with trademark speed to crouch behind a Panthers logo decorated trash can. “He just keeps muttering about ‘number five’ and ‘those damn Broncos.’ I don’t think he has accepted that the Patriots aren’t playing.” As of press time, Brady was witnessed pelting the stadium entrance with his four previously won Super Bowl rings.

Area man uses workout to justify every action for rest of day

AUSTIN — Having hopped on the treadmill for about a half hour this morning, local man Herb Little used his exercise as an excuse to do whatever the hell he wanted for the remainder of the day. “Props to me, man. Anything I do from now til sundown doesn’t matter. I feel like a winner today,” Little mumbled during a 20-minute period of scratching his kneecaps. “God, it feels good to lose all pretense of needing to do something worthwhile now that I have this done.” At press time, Little could be found fiddling with his pocket lint without an iota of shame.

Man tries to collect disability for knowing Spanish

LOS ANGELES — It was late Thursday at the Social Security office that Andrew Campbell, 35, demanded he be awarded disability benefits for understanding a little bit of Spanish. “When I was a child, our housekeeper Rosa used to put on telenovelas while she cleaned,” said Mr. Campbell with an unnecessary amount of “r” rolling. “I’m definitely at a disadvantage because of it. All of this time I have been suffering. It’s hard enough to hear the mean things people say about me in English. It’s another thing to know that my landscaper and that guy at Taco Bell have been making fun of me this whole time.” As of press time, Mr. Campbell was still in the Social Security office waiting room, listening as a wheelchair bound man berated him in Spanish.

Acting major can’t tell if she faked orgasm

AUSTIN — Awestruck yet again by her own execution of the craft, acting major Moody Monroe is unsure of whether her most recent orgasm was faked or not. “The guy wasn’t even noir enough for me, but nothing turns me on like a monologue from ‘Phantom,’” said a hot-faced Monroe, stopping mid sentence to catch her breath and excuse herself to the bathroom. “Part of me wonders if we ever do anything that’s not acting. It’s not just a hobby for me—every breath I take is part of my act. It would make sense that my climax was simply a result of me pouring my heart into a dramatic moment.” As of press time, Monroe was seen lacing up a jet black pair of Capezio jazz sneakers in the morning even though her audition was not until later that afternoon.

Identity thief living area man’s life better than he ever could

LINCOLN, NE — Area man Stew Miller’s life is seemingly much more interesting now that an identity thief has taken over. “According to my credit card company, he paid for a few meals at Buffalo Wild Wings—must’ve had friends with him—then bought tickets to a Kendrick Lamar concert. I’m frustrated I have to deal with this crap, but, even more so, I’m kinda bummed I never do fun stuff like that,” admitted Miller in between sips of a warm Diet Sprite Zero. “It sucks that he went and wasted my money, but maybe I wouldn’t have minded had he asked me to hang out with him instead.” Following this interview, sources report seeing Miller unable to pay for some copies he’d made at Kinko’s due to his credit card being cancelled.

Valentine’s Day cry for help mistaken for Valentine’s Day joke

OMAHA — During a fairly standard water cooler chat, office bachelor Steve Frud made a tragic Valentine's Day cry for help, mistaken for a hilarious Valentine's Day joke. “I’m not sure why my co-workers laughed so hard and for so long. I looked them straight in the eyes and told them ‘Have fun on your Valentine’s dates tonight boys, really cherish the companionship, for I know nothing of it.’ And then they keeled over,” said Frud, wiping his eyes from ‘all the pollen in the air.’ “Seriously, even if it was a joke, it definitely wasn’t piss your pants funny. All I’m saying is, I’m unbearably lonely.” At press time, Frud’s co-workers were asking how long he’d been taking acting courses to perfect his fake tears.